Summary
Presentation of the nautical base of burgundy:
 Lake of the Tille
 Lake Kir
Stretch of water of Nolay
Olympic swimming pool of Dijon
 Beaune Côté Plage: the natural bathing of
Montagny-lès-Beaune

Présentation of Lake of the Tille
• The Lake of the Tille provides many attraction such as :
The Red Crocodile
Aqua golf
Char a voile
The Lake of the taille is located
in Magny-sur-tille (in Burgundy)
Many activities are proposed:
aquatic games, large slides,
pedal boats, Kayaking boards.
Optional for the older ones:
beach volleyball court, bowling pitch,
table-tennis tables

Lake Kir
• The lake Kir is an artificial lake located in France, west of Dijon, in the
department of Côte-d'Or. The river Ouche feeds into the lake by the
west and it constitutes the only lake in the urban area. Sailing,
canoeing-kayaking, windsurfing or sailing with electric boats are
available. You can play table tennis, beach volleyball, beach soccer,
boules, clay tennis, volleyball and mini-golf .

Stretch of water of Nolay
In Nolay, we can practice several activities :
Bathing and swimming are supervised by lifeguards. There are facilities
like snack bars and picnic areas.

Olympic swimming pool of Dijon
The Grand Dijon Olympic Swimming Pool welcomes top-level
sports enthusiasts and small bathers who enjoy water sports,
relaxation and leisure. Beat your records in the Olympic pool,
swim and play in the 25 meter pool ,or discover the depths in
our dive pits. After much effort, you can unwind on the lawns
or in our relaxing area.

Beaune by the Beach
Beaune by the beach is a swimming pool with natural filtration of 3 000
m² with 4 basins, a 6-metre aquatic climbing wall unique in France. You
can also find slides, cords for you to throw yourself into the water and a
diving board!
Set in a natural area on the shores of Lake Montagny-lès-Beaune, this
natural bathing is supervised by life savers and offers many activities to
the whole family. Aquatic courses as well as a restaurant area "Côté
Resto“ are all the be found on an area of 14 000 m² of natural beaches
covered in grass.

